Visitor Club Rep Information--- For Rattlewood MISGA Events—
UPDATED APRIL 2019---PLEASE NOTE: CHANGES IN OTHER TEE
OPTIONS FOR BOTH MEN & WOMEN
Before your visit to Rattlewood GC, this is the information you need to know:
MEN---Our standard MISGA Tees for MEN are the Gold Tees playing at 5725 yards at a CR 67.8,
Slope of 124, Par 72. Men have Four optional tee choices: (1) play the Red Tees playing at 5092 yards at
a CR 64.7, Slope of 117, Par 72. OR (2) at the Hybrid (mixed Gold/Red) Tees at 5568 yards at a CR 67.1,
Slope 120, Par 72. OR (3) at the White tees at 6104 yards at a CR 69.5, Slope 127, Par 72. OR (4) at the
Blue Tees at 6501 yards at a CR 71.4, Slope 131, Par 72. Playing any of the TEE OPTIONS will

have the player’s handicap adjusted accordingly.
WOMEN ---Our standard MISGA Tees for Women are the Red Tees at 5092 yards at a CR 68.4, slope
110, Par 72. Women have Two optional tee choices: (1) play the Forward Tees playing at 4400 yards
(approx.) at a CR 65.7, Slope of 100. OR (2) at the Gold Tees playing at 5725 yards at a CR 73.7, Slope
117, Par 72. Playing any of the TEE OPTIONS will have the player’s handicap adjusted

accordingly.

Note: There are NO age or handicap requirements to play the forward (Red) tees. The Players list sent
to Rattlewood MUST identify R for Red Tees OR an H for Hybrid Tees OR W for White tees OR B
for Blue Tees for any MAN electing to play either of the optional tees. ----For any WOMAN playing an
optional tee MUST identify F for Forward Tees OR a G for Gold tees.
Please provide your list of attendees by the Saturday before the Mixer.
Email: MOLSON@mcggolf.com or fax: 301-607-9003 AND send a copy to Doug Walters (Rattlewood
MISGA Representative) at Dougolfw@aol.com and to Tim Brewer at brewertp@msn.com
Included in this information should be Name, Handicap Index, denote Ladies with an L AND any
optional tees elected by men or women players (see above).
Mixer Handicaps are 90% for men, 95% for women.
The cost is $40, Cash or Credit.
Please remind your members to call the Pro Shop to let them know of changes in participation (Additions
and Deletions), up to and including the day of the mixer. Pro Shop phone is 301-607-9000.
Range balls are provided. Coffee and donuts are available approximately one hour before start time.

There is an optional Closest to the Pin Pot. $4 to get in, payable in the restaurant area BEFORE
playing. Prize money is ¼ of the pot for closest to each of our 4 par 3’s. Tee shots must finish on the green
to be counted.
Our start time is 8:30. All players should be in their carts at 8:20 for announcements and to allow time to
drive to your tees by 8:30. The Montgomery County Revenue Authority (Management group responsible
for Rattlewood operations) is establishing some pace of play rules which may result in some groups that
fall behind, and are warned, to skip a hole. Hopefully that won’t happen but if it does, that group will be
disqualified.

Additionally, any group that finishes in over 4 ½ hours AND is more than 20 minutes behind the group in
front of them will also be penalized.
When players finish their round the score card must be turned into the pro shop before returning to the
parking lot.
Our complete schedule and other info can be found at rw.misga-signup.org
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